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Surgeons rely on scalpels. Plumbers
rely on pipe wrenches. Carpenters

rely on hammers. Every professional
has tools that make work possible,
and learning how to use those
tools is an important step in a
professionals training.

Its the same with Scouting.
Although you can occasionally get by
with little more than the Scout Basic

Essentials, most trips will require
more gear, including tools such as
rope, axes, knives, and stoves.

Using proper Scouting tools is important to
making every adventure safe and fun.

Knowing how to use these tools well and knowing when not to use them
sets you apart as a good Scout. Skill with tools will help you and your patrol
accomplish all you set out to do. Ethical decision-making is part of it, too.
Deciding when and where to build a campfire or a pioneering project, for
example, is an important choice to make, both for you and for the environment.

Learning about knots, lashings, woods tools, stoves, and campfires is time
well-spent. You never know when they will come in handy, btit when the

<1 Itime is right, you'll be glad that you have the right tools with t'ou—and the
knowledge to use them correctly.



ADVANCEMENT: TOOLS
From the moment you become a Scout, you will need to know special skills
and how to use certain tools, including knots and pocketknives. As you
progress toward the Eagle Scout rank, you will teach these timeless skills to
Scouts who are just learning the ropes. Here is what you will need to know.
(See the back of this book for the official text of all rank requirements.!

UMIIJ J Show how to tie a square knot, two half-hitches, and a taut-line hitch,
and explain how you would use each one. Learn to properly whip and fuse the
ends of ropes so you will be able to properly
care for them. Demonstrate your knowledge of
pocketknife safety.

Demonstrate a practical use of
a square knot, two half-hitches, and a tout-line
hitch. Show how to properly core for, sharpen,
and use a knife, saw, and ax, and describe
when each one should be used.

Explain when it is and is not appropriate to use a fire
for cooking or other purposes. Use a knife, sow, and ax to prepare tinder,
kindling, and fuel for a cooking fire. Using the materials you prepared,
demonstrate how to build and light a fire, then extinguish it with minimal
impact to the fire site. Explain when it is appropriate to use a lightweight stove
or propane stove, then set one up and light it. Explain the safety procedures
for using these types of stoves. Demonstrate tying the sheet bend and bowline
knots, and describe a situation in which you would use each one.

25ESI Discuss when lashings should and should not be used.
Demonstrate tying the timber hitch and clove hitch. Demonstrate tying the
square, shear, and diagonal lashings by joining two or more poles or
staves together. Use lashings to make a useful camp gadget or structure.

[ Use the EDGE method to teach another Scout how to build a fire, tie
knots or lashings, or moke a useful camp gadget or structure.

ROPE

Rope is an ancient material that still plays an important part in Scouting and
many other activities. Handling rope and tying knots are good beginning skills
to have when you are exploring the uses of tools for the outdoors.

Natural fiber rope Synthetic rope
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Traditionally, rope has been made by twisting together plant fibers such as
sisal, hemp, or manila hemp (which actually comes from a species of banana
plant). Such rope is still common today, but you'll also come across modern
varieties that are made by winding and twisting and/or weaving together
strands of nylon, plastic, or other synthetic (human-made) materials.

HOW TO WHIP OR FUSE THE ENDS OF A ROPE

When you cut a piece of rope, the ends can come
untwisted or start to fray. For a quick fix, tie a tight
overhand knot at the end of the rope or wrap it with
electrical tape. However, the permanent way to protect
ropes from unraveling is by whipping or fusing.

Whipping. To whip the end of a rope, use your
pocketknife to cut away any of the rope that has
already unraveled. Next, form a loop in a 2-foot-long
piece of strong cord and lay the loop along one end
of the rope. Tightly wrap, or whip, the cord around
the rope, working your way toward the loop formed in the cord. When the
whipping is at least as wide as the rope is thick, tuck the end of the cord
through the loop, then pull hard on the free ends to tighten the cord and
secure the wrapping. Unlay the end of the rope that sticks out so the whipping
won't pull off. Trim away the extra cord, then whip the rope's other end.

Whipping

Fusing. Fusing is a technique that you can use
with rope and cord made of plastic or nylon. This
method uses heat to melt (fuse) the fibers, forming
a permanent bond that will prevent unraveling.
Start by cutting off the frayed part of the rope.
(With rope that comes untwisted very easily, it's
helpful to wrap the ends with electrical tape before

Fusing a rope



cutting.) Then, working in a well-ventilated area, hold the rope end a few inches
above a lighted match or candle to fuse the strands together. Do not touch a
newly fused rope end until it has cooled—melted rope will be hot and sticky.
Remember to fuse both ends of the rope.

Don't try to fuse the ends of ropes made of natural materials such as sisal.
They will burn rather than melt.

BREAKING STRENGTH

A rope's strength will vary based on its
condition, composition, and diameter. A piece
of Vs-inch monilo rope has an approximate
breaking strength of 1,220 pounds, while a
piece of Ys-inch polyethylene rope has an
approximate breaking strength of 3,725
pounds—making it three times stronger.

Breaking strength indicates how much weight it
would take to break a rope. Safe working load
is a much lower number. Knots reduce a rope's
breaking strength by 35 to 55 percent because
they put uneven strain on the fibers.

For exact load limits of o

particular rope, see the
information printed on its
spool or package.

3/8-INCH ROPE
APPROXIMATE SAFE

WORKING LOAD

APPROXIMATE

BREAKING STRENGTH

Manila 1 22 pounds 1,220 pounds

Sisal 108 pounds 1,080 pounds

Cotton 90 pounds 900 pounds

Coir 65 pounds 337 pounds

Polyester 334 pounds 3,340 pounds

Nylon 278 pounds 3,340 pounds

Polypropylene 340 pounds 2,440 pounds

Polyethylene 410 pounds 3,725 pounds



Coiling

COILING A ROPE OR CORD

Neatly coiling cords and ropes makes them easy
to catty and stote. It also keeps them from tangling
when they are not in use. Never coil a rope by
twisting it atound your elbow. This will cause the
rope to twist, kink, and tangle. To coil a braided
rope, hold an end in one hand and use your other
hand to form neat coils. Neatly wrap the last few
feet around all the coils. Double the end of the rope
to make a bight. Pass this bight through the center
of the coils and tun the end of the line through
this bight. Pull the end to tighten the bight around
the coils. Coil natural-fibet topes and secure with a
short length of small-diametet cord. Securing it as
you would secute braided rope can cause it to kink.

KNOTS

Knots have thousands of uses. On camping trips, they'll hold gear on your
pack, secure tents and dining flies, and ptevent canoes and boats from drifting
away. If an accident occurs, knots can be used to keep bandages in place or to
aid in rescue attempts on the water or in the mountains.

There are hundreds—even thousands—of useful knots. By mastering seven
basic Scouting knots, you'll be ready for just about any situation that calls for
tying ropes together, forming loops, and securing ropes to objects. Learning
even more knots will add to your problem-solving abilities.

Three tests of a good knot:

■ It should be easy to tie.

■ It should stay tied.

■ It should be easy to untie.

After you have learned to tie a
knot, practice it often. Carry a piece
of cord in your pocket. When you
have a few minutes to spare, pull it
out and tie all the knots you know.
Practice them enough that you can tie
them quickly—even with your eyes
closed. When you can do that, you
will own these knots and be ready to
use them whenever they are needed.



Overhand hop

The Language of Knots
Knots have o longuoge all their own. Here are some important terms you
should know.

Running End. The end of the rope that is used to tie a knot.
This end is also called the working end.

Standing Port. All of a rope that is not the running end.

Overhand Loop. A loop in which the running end of the
rope is on top of the standing part.

Underhand Loop. A loop in which the running end of
the rope is placed under the standing part.

Bight. A U-shaped formation created by doubling back a
length of the rope alongside itself. The running end of the
rope does not cross the standing part. (If that happens, the
shape it forms is a loop, not o bight.)

Eye. The space enclosed by a loop or bight.

Turn. To take a turn, wrap the rope once around o pole or
a stake. The friction created by the turn con help you control
o line that has tension on it, especially if you are letting line
out or taking it in.

Roundturn. Make a roundturn by wrapping the rope once
around a spar or stake and then halfway around again so
that the running end of the rope is going back toward
the standing part. A roundturn creates additional
friction for controlling a line under strain.

Hitch. A knot that secures a rope to a pole or
other stationary object.

Bend. A knot used to join two ropes.

Dress a Knot. To adjust a new knot so that
everything is in its place. This usually means pulling
on all the strands evenly. Dressing a knot ensures
that the knot will perform as expected. /; Roundturn

Underhand

Turn
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SQUARE KNOT
The square knot has many uses, from securing bandages and packages to

joining two ropes together. A square knot works best when pressed against
something else and the ropes are of the same diameter. It should not be used
to hold a heavy load.

Tying a square knot is as easy as right over left, left over right. Here's how:

1. Hold a rope end in each hand.

2. Pass the right end over and under the rope in your left hand.

3. Pass the rope end now in your left hand over and under the one now in
your right.

4. Tighten the knot by pulling both running ends at the same time.

Square knot

Square Knot (Almost) Lookalikes
If you follow the square knot instructions but go right over left and then
right over left again (instead of left over right], you'll end up with a granny
knot. Although it looks very similar to the square knot, the granny knot is
dangerous because it pulls apart easily when the rope is holding a load.

The thief knot also looks a lot like the square knot but is less secure and is
dangerous if used to hold a load. It's tied by weaving the running end of one
rope through a bight made in the other rope, legend has it that sailors used
to tie their sea bags with this knot and tuck the ends inside. Someone going
through a bag would probably retie it with a regular square knot, thus giving
himself away.

On the other hand, the surgeon's knot is an improvement on the square knot.
To tie it, simply modify Step 2 of tying the square knot by passing the right
end over and under the rope in your left hand twice.

Granny knot Thief knot



TWO HALF-HITCHES

Two half-hitches can be described as a clove hitch tied around its own

standing part instead of a pole, or another way as a taut-line hitch with an extra
loop. However you describe it, two half-hitches (also called a double half-hitch)
form a loop that can secure the rope to a post or grommet. Two half-hitches are
commonly used to tie guy lines onto a dining fly.

1. Pass the running end of the rope around the post or through the grommet.

2. Bring the end over and around the standing part of the rope, then back
through the loop that has formed. This makes a half-hitch.

3. Continue taking the end around the standing part to tie another half-hitch
(this time outside the loop). Be sure to go around the standing part in the
same direction.

4. Pull the knot snug and slide it against the pole or grommet.

Two bolf-hifches

Earn o Merit Badge: Knot Practice
Knot-lying is a true Scouting skill. Ropes and knots
ore at the heart of many Scouting activities, and
you con learn a lot more by earning the Climbing,
Pioneering, and even Fishing and Fly-fishing merit
badges along your trail to Eagle.

Pioneering
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TAUT-LINE HITCH

Two half-hitches will tend to slide until the knot is cinched close to the

post or grommet. To create an adjustable loop that stays in place, use the taut-
line hitch. This is the knot to use for staking out the guy lines of your tent or
dining fly.

1. Pass the running end of the rope around the tent stake.

2. Bring the end over and around the standing part, then back through the
loop that has formed. Go around the standing part inside the loop again
(this time closer to the tent stake).

3. Going in the same direction, take the end around the standing part outside
the loop to tie another half-hitch.

4. Work any slack out of the knot.

5. Slide the hitch to tighten or loosen the line.

Taut-line hitch

TIMBER HITCH

The timber hitch is the perfect knot to use for dragging a log across the
ground. It is also the knot that starts a diagonal lashing. Here's how to tie a
timber hitch:

1. Pass the running end of the rope around a log.

2. Loop the end around the standing part of the rope, then twist the end
around itself three or more times.

3. Pull slack out of the rope to tighten the timber hitch against the log.

The hitch will stay secure as long as you are pulling on the rope. When you are
done using the rope, the timber hitch is easy to loosen and remove from the log.

Timber hitch



CLOVE HITCH

Clove comes from the word cleave, meaning "to hold fast." The clove hitch is
used to begin and end many lashings. Here's how to tie it:

1. Bring the running end of the rope over and under a pole.

2. Take the end around a second time, crossing over the first wrap to form the
shape of an X.

3. Bring the rope end around a third time and tuck it under the X. The ends of
the rope should come out between the legs of the X. If they come out to either
side of the X, you don't have a clove hitch.

4. Pull the ends of the rope to tighten the hitch.

Alternate Clove Hitch

Another way of tying o clove hitch mokes it easy to Icy the knot over the end
of 0 pole. This method is especially useful for tying a clove hitch along the
middle of a line.

1. Make an overhand loop near where you want the clove hitch to be.

2. Form an underhand loop next to the first loop and a little farther owoy
from the rope end.

3. Without turning over either loop, lay the first loop on top of the second.

4. Place the pair of loops over the end of a pole or over the neck of a bear
bag. Tighten the knot.
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THE POWER OF FRICTION

Knots rely on friction, which is the resistance objects encounter
when they move against each other. You con see the power of \y
friction in two half-hitches and the taut-line hitch. The only difference
between the two knots is that you go around the standing part inside the
loop once with two half-hitches and twice with a taut-line hitch. Because of
that extra loop, the taut-line hitch stays in place under pressure, while two
half-hitches slide easily.

BOWLINE

The bowline forms a loop that will not slip.
That's just what you want for tying a rope around
your waist or around someone requiring rescue.
A bowline also works well for securing guy lines
through the grommets on a tent or dining fly. It is
also easy to untie.

Learn to tie the bowline around yourself, around a
post, and in the free end of a rope. With practice, you
can even tie it with one hand.

1. Make a small overhand loop in the standing part
of a rope.

2. Bring the rope end up through the loop, around and behind the standing
part, and back down into the loop. The amount of rope remaining below
the loop determines the size of the fixed loop in the finished bowline.

3. Bring the working end back down through the overhand loop so it exits the
knot toward the inside of the fixed loop. Tighten the knot by pulling the
standing part of the rope away from the loop while holding the bight.

Bowline



Alternate Bowline

Here's another way to tie the bowline. Try both methods and see which is
easier for you.

1. Form two bights in the rope and hold one in each hand.

2. Pass the bight in your right hand over the bight in your left hand.

3. Pass the running end in your right hand under the standing end and then up
through the loop in your left hand. Tighten the knot.

To untie the bowline, turn the knot

over. Notice the collar-shaped bight of
rope in the bowline. To untie the knot,
push the collar away from the loop as
if you were opening the top on a soda
can. That will break the knot so that

you can loosen it.

SHEET BEND

The sheet bend is the preferred
knot for tying together two ropes of
the same or different diameters. It is a

close relative of the bowline and can be

untied in the same way. Breaking the knot

1. Make a bight in the end of the thicker rope and hold it with one hand.

2. Pass the running end of the other rope through the bight. Then take that end
around and behind the bight.

3. Bring the end across the front of the bight and tuck it under its own standing
part so that both rope ends emerge on the same side of the knot.

4. Tighten the knot by holding the bight and pulling the standing part of the
smaller line.
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How to Tie o Necktie

Being prepared is about more than learning
skills for the outdoors. While it isn't used much
in camp, a knot for tying a necktie—like the
half-Windsor shown here—will come in handy
through the years. Here's one way to do it:

1. Put the tie around your neck with the wide end
to your leftt. This end should hang about 1 2 inches
lower than the other end.

2. Lay the wide end across the narrow one and wrap it around the bock,
then up and through the loop to the front, then down toward the right.

3. Pull the wide end underneath the

narrow end and to your left, then up
and through the loop to the bock,
then down toward the left.

4. Put your two index fingers on the
front of the knot and your thumb on
the back. Bring the wide end up and
across the front from left to right.

5. Bring the wide end to the back and up
through the loop. Guide the wide end
forward and down through the loop being
held open by your index fingers in front of
your neck.

6. Adjust the shope of the tie as you slide the
knot comfortably against your collar.

LASHINGS

Use some rope to join two or more poles and you've got a lashing. Add
more poles with additional lashings, and you can create pioneering projects
that are useful and fun.

With a little time and a few materials, you might build a tripod from
which to hang a lantern or a towel rack or wash station for your camp kitchen.
If you have more time and materials, you could build a dining table (complete
with benches), a bridge, or even a functioning merry-go-round. Whatever you
build, you'll have fun and gain valuable practice with knots and lashings.



The Language of Lashings
The following terms will help you understand how
to make lashings.

Pole. Usually made of wood, poles ore the structural
components of pioneering projects. Depending on
the scale of a project, you may use something as
light OS a hiking stick or as sturdy as a tree trunk.
A large, heavy pole is often called a spar.

Wrap. A wrap is a turn made around two or
more poles to hold the poles tightly together. Most
lashings require three or more wraps mode tightly
side by side.

Prop. A frop is a turn made between two poles. It goes around the wraps to
pull them together. Usually two frapping turns are made on a lashing.

Outdoor Ethics in Pioneering
Large-scale pioneering projects require a
lot of sturdy poles. To minimize your impact
on the environment, use poles that come
from your troop or council camp's supply
of building materials. If you gather natural
materials, do so in a way that does no
harm to the environment. For example,
o landowner who is clearing a piece of
property might let your troop scavenge downed trees for use in pioneering
projects. Store poles in a cool, dry place, and they could last for years.

Build your projects on durable surfaces, not in fragile environments. Many
footsteps in a small area could trample plants and compress soil, making it
difficult for the land to recover.

Use the following guidelines when you're planning a pioneering project.

■ Follow the principles of outdoor ethics to protect the land.

■ Use only materials approved for the project.

■ Take everything apart when you are done, and leave no evidence that
you were there.

■ Store poles so that they can be used for future pioneering projects. Coil
ropes and cords and store them.
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SQUARE LASHING

Use a square lashing for
binding together two poles
that are in contact with each

other and cross each other at

any angle from 45 degrees to
90 degrees. The lashing gets
its name from the fact that

the wrapping turns are at
90 degrees—or "square"—
to the poles.

While creating a square lashing, keep your first clove hitch in place by
twisting the running end of the rope around the standing part a few times.

Caring for Pioneering Materials
Pioneering requires using materials that
are taken from nature. Poles come from

trees that have been cut down, and
rope is mode from plant fibers or from
synthetic fibers derived from oil. Keeping
pioneering materials in good condition will
help minimize the impact that pioneering
projects have on the environment.

■ Keep poles from rotting by storing
them loosely stacked and under cover
so that they will stay dry. Shave the
bark off of poles so that when they do
get wet, they will dry out quickly.

■ Poles usually rot at their ends. You can
often cut the rotten parts off of an old
pole and keep using the middle portion,

■ Natural fiber ropes will grow mold and rot if you put them away
wet. Always let rope dry before coiling it.

■ Many synthetic ropes are sensitive to the ultraviolet rays in sunlight.
Store them in a dry location away from windows.



1. Place the poles in position.

2. Tie a clove hitch around the hottom pole just helow the crosspiece.

3. Make three tight wraps around both poles, going over one pole, under the
other, etc. As you form the wraps, lay the rope on the outside of each previous
turn around the top pole, and on the inside of each previous turn around the
hottom pole.

4. Wind two fraps around the wraps, pulling the rope very tight. You may even
want to put your foot on the lashing to gain more leverage as you pull.

5. Finish with a clove hitch around the top pole, snug against the lashing. Add a
half-hitch or two next to it for extra security.

Square
lashing

Mark II Square Lashing
Here are the steps for on alternative to the square lashing.

1. Place the poles in position.

2. Fold the rope in half. Place the midpoint of the rope around the vertical
pole and just under the horizontal pole.

3. Work both ends of the rope at the some time to make three wraps around
the pole.

4. Cross the rope ends between the poles in opposite directions to make two
fraps around the wraps.

5. Pull the fraps tight and tie the two rope ends in a square knot.

LI
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TRIANGLES IN PIONEERING,
ENGINEERING, AND ARCHITECTURE .

Triangles crop up everywhere in pioneering projects. Why?
Because the triangle is the only shape that can't be deformed without
breaking it or changing the length of one of its sides. No matter how tightly
you lash a square of poles, it will be inherently unstable. Add diagonal poles
to create triangles, and the square will become totally solid.

mmiSFi/imifmmmmsm
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Three important building blocks of pioneering projects are the A-trestie, X-trestle,
and hi-trestle. Notice how they incorporate triangles.

But triangles aren't just found in

t  pioneering projects. Engineers
and architects use them on just

- 'S . hl°w triangles used in the
S|t|r '' - house shown here?

Pioneering Safety
Pioneering projects have a maximum height of 6 feet.



SHEAR LASHING

You can construct a sturdy triangle of
an A-frame with a shear lashing at the top
and square lashings at the bottom corners.

1. Lay two poles side by side and tie a
clove hitch to one of them.

2. Make eight to 10 tight wraps in a
figure-eight pattern around both poles.
How stiff the legs of the A-frame
will depend on the tightness of these
wrapping turns.

3. Make two tight fraps between the poles.

4. Finish with a clove hitch around the

other pole, and add a half-hitch or two
for extra security.

5. Spread the ends of the poles to the
desired distance. Redo the lashing if it
is too tight or too loose.

DIAGONAL LASHING

Use a diagonal lashing when you need to close a gap between two poles that
cross but don't touch. The lashing gets its name from the fact that the wrapping
turns cross the poles diagonally.

I'l 1 l'(

1. Tie a timber hitch around both poles and pull it snug.

2. Make three tight vertical wraps around the poles, laying the wraps neatly
alongside each other.
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3. Make three horizontal wraps across the three vertical wraps.

4. Go around one of the poles and make two tight fraps between the poles.

5. Tie off the rope with a clove hitch on either pole, and add a half-hitch or two
for extra security.



TRIPOD LASHING

A close relative of the shear lashing, the tripod
lashing is used to join three poles together to form
a tripod.

1. Lay three poles alongside each other, making sure
the bottom ends are lined up.

2. Tie a clove hitch around one outside pole.

3. Wrap the rope around the poles six to eight times
in a figure-eight pattern. (How stiff the tripod
legs will be when they're separated depends on the
number and tightness of these wrapping turns.)

4. Make two tight fraps on each side of the
center pole.

5. End with a clove hitch around an outside pole,
and add a half-hitch or two for extra security.

6. Spread the legs of the tripod into position,
crossing the tops of the outside poles under the
middle pole.

Tripod lashing

To make your tripod more stable, add crossbars near the bottom using
square lashings.

ROUND LASHING

Round lashings can be used to join two poles
together, side by side, to extend their length. You
could use them to build a tall flagpole out of hiking sticks.

1. Position the poles beside each other and join them together with a
clove hitch.

2. Make several very tight, neat wraps around the poles. There are no fraps
in a round lashing. The wraps must do all the work, so pull them as tight
as you can.

3. Finish the lashing with another clove hitch around both poles.

4. Make a second round lashing farther along the poles to keep them from
from separating.



FLOOR LASHING

The floor lashing will tie down the top of a table,
the deck of a raft, the floor of a climbing platform,
or the walkway of a bridge. Ir consists of two
stringers—spars on which the platform will rest—
and numerous floor poles. These steps will create a
floor lashing on one side of your platform; repeat
the steps for the other side.

1. Lay the floor poles side by side on top of the
stringers. Tie a clove hitch around one stringer,
pigtailing the running end around the
standing part.

2. Wrap the running end of the rope around the
first floor pole.

3. Make a bighr in the standing part of the rope.
Push it up between the first and second floor
poles inside the stringer and loop it over the
second floor pole. Pull the rope tight.

4. Make another bight and place it over the third
floor pole on the outside of the stringer. Pull the
rope tight.

5. Continue securing the floor poles in the same
manner, alternating between bights on the inside
of the stringer and on the outside of the stringer.
Tighten the lashing as you go.

6. Finish the lashing with a clove hitch around the
stringer, and add a half-hitch or two for extra security.

Floor lashing

PQCKETKNIVES. SAWS. AND AXES
When you are splitting firewood, repairing equipment, or clearing a tree that

has fallen across a trail, the correct use of a pocketknife, a saw, and an ax can make
your work easier. Take pride in learning the right way to handle each tool.

Just as important as knowing how to use woods tools is knowing when not
to use them. Carving or chopping into live trees may kill them. Hacking at dead
trees and logs can leave ugly scars. Never cut any trees without guidance from a
camp ranger, property manager, landowner, or your Scout leaders.
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POCKETKNIFE

A pocketknife truly is a multipurpose tool with hundreds of uses. It can
cut a rope, open a can, whittle a tent stake, punch a hole in a belt, or slice a
biscuit for breakfast at a campsite. It's also handy for tightening a screw on
a pack frame or camp stove, and for making wood shavings to start a fire.

Screwdriver Moin blade

Flat-head
screwdriver

opener

Pocketknife

Small blade

Flat-head
screwdriver

Tweezers

Large blade

Phillips-head screwdriver

Ruler

Bottle opener

Bottle opener

Swiss army knife

I

Multitool

Flat-head screwdriver

Phillips-head
screwdriver

Pocketknives come in a variety of sizes and styles. A good general-use
pocketknife has a can opener, a screwdriver, and one or two blades for cutting,
but some knives also include scissors, magnifying glasses, and other tools. A
multitool is an elaborate version of the pocketknife that unfolds to reveal a
dozen or more tools. Bigger is not always better. On most campouts, you're
unlikely to need a wire stripper, magnifying glass, hex screwdriver, or fish
sealer—and it's not much fun to carry around a knife that weighs half a pound.



Safe Knife Use

■ Always keep c knifes blades closed except when you are using them <
cleaning the knife.

■ Hove only one blade open at a time.

■ Always cut away from yourself, never toward yourself. Otherwise,
if the blade slips, you may be injured.

■ Close the blades before you pass a knife to someone else.

■ Keep your knife sharp. A sharp blade is easier to control than a
dull one.

including' Obey all regulations about carrying knives in public places,
your school and on airplanes.

' Never carry a knife with the blade open.

' Never throw a knife.

' Never strike a knife with another fool.

I Never use the point of a cutting blade as a prying tool. The knife might
bend or break.

Choosing the best knife for the task at hand is important. The BSA neither
encourages nor bans fixed-blade knives, nor sets a limit on blade length, but
many councils and Scout camps have restrictions on the types of knives that
Scouts can use. Always use a knife that is both appropriate and within any
established guidelines.

TAKING CARE OF A POCKETKNIFE

Most pocketknives today are made of metal that won't rust. Howevet, dust
and lint can collect inside the knife, and normal use will dull the cutting blades.

Cleaning. Open all the blades.
Wrap a small bit of cloth around the
end of a toothpick, moisten the cloth,
and wipe the inside of the knife.

If you have used your pocketknife
to cut food or to spread peanut
butter and jelly, get rid of bacteria by
washing the knife in hot, soapy water
along with the rest of your dishes.
After washing the knife, apply a bit of
light oil to lubricate the joints.
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sharpening. Sharpen your knife with a whetstone.
Some experts put water on the stone while they are
sharpening. Some use light mineral oil, and others
want the stone to be dry. The choice depends upon
the kind of stone and the traditions of the sharpener.

Whetstone

If you sharpen the blade at a lower angle, say 20 degrees, the blade will
be sharper but less durable. Higher angles, say 30 degrees, make for
edges that are very durable but relatively dull. 1

1. Hold the knife blade against the stone at an angle of about 25 degrees. That
is, place the back of the blade so that it is tilted off the stone between one-
fourth and one-third of the way to vertical. Be sure your fingers are below
the surface of the stone.

2. Push the blade along the stone as though
you were slicing a layer off the top of the
stone, or move the blade against the stone
in a circular motion. Try to keep the blade
at a consistent angle.

3. Sharpen the other side of the blade in the
same manner.

Check sharpness by wiping the knife with a clean cloth and examining the
edge of the blade in the sun or under a bright light. A dull cutting edge reflects
light and looks shiny. A sharp edge is so thin that it has no shine at all.

PRECISION SHARPENING

Technology doesn't
hove to be fancy to
solve problems. This

system ensures that
blades are sharpened
at a consistent angle

sharpening stone to a ^ * m
rod that runs through a
hole in the assembly that ,
holds the knife. a7!

Can you think of another way to solve the same problem?



CAMP SAW

Use a camp saw for most outdoor wood cutting. The blades of folding saws
close into their handles, much like the blades of pocketknives. A bow saw has a
curved metal frame that holds a blade in place.

Folding saw Bow saw and sheath

Clearing branches and brush from
a hiking trail is a conservation service
project you might do with your patrol
or troop. To saw a branch from a tree,
make an undercut first, then saw from

the top down. The undercut prevents
the falling branch from stripping bark
off the trunk. A clean cut close to the

trunk won't leave an unsightly "hat rack" that might snag the clothing or packs
of travelers on the trail. Cut saplings level with the ground so that there are no
stumps to trip over.

To saw a loose piece of wood, brace it against a chopping block, sawhorse, or
other solid support. Use long, smooth strokes and let the weight of the saw pull
the blade into the wood.

Safe Saw Use

■ Sheath a sow when it is not in use.

■ Corry o sow with the blode turned away from your body.

■ Replace dull blades. Sharp saws are easier to use and to control.

■ Use core when passing a sow to another person or, belter yet, set it
down and let the other person pick it up.

■ Always wear gloves and protective eyeweor.

■ Don't cut any trees or branches—alive or dead—without permission.

■ Don't allow a saw blade to cut into the ground. Soil and rocks will
quickly dull the teeth.

■ Don't leave a saw lying around camp.

%
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TAKING CARE OF SAWS

Treat every saw with the same respect you give your pocketknife. Protect
the blade of a bow saw with the plastic sheath that came with the blade. Close
folding saws when they aren't in use, and store them in a tent or under a
dining fly. Protect the blade of a bow saw with a sheath made from a piece of
old garden hose cut to the length of the blade. Slit one side of the hose, fit it
over the blade, and hold it in place with duct tape or cord.

The teeth on saw blades are set—bent so that they will cut two thin
grooves in the wood and then rake out the shavings in between. Even with
the best care, the teeth will slowly lose their set and their ability to cut easily
through the wood. Saw blades should be replaced when they become dull.
Take along a spare blade when you have a lot of cutting to do.

II Face
Butt or poll

AX

The ax has a long and colorful history
in America's forests. Pioneets used axes to

cut ttails and roads through the wilderness.
Settlers chopped down trees to make way for
gardens and fields. With their axes and related
tools, people hewed boatds and beams for
frontier buildings.

Early Scouts often carried axes to camp for pre
paring firewood, sharpening wooden tent stakes,
and shaping spars for signal towers, bridges, and
other pioneering projects. Today, Scouts most
often use hand axes to complete conservation
projects on trails and in campgrounds. Occasion
ally, they also use them to split cut wood into
kindling. As with all woods tools, handling an ax
safely requires good judgment and practice.

Safe Ax Use

Because of its size and tfie way in which it is used, an ax con be more
dangerous than other woods tools. Remove the sheath only when you are
prepared to use on ax correctly, and then follow this checklist:

Shoulder

Handle

Sheam

I Safe tool

I Safe shoes, eyewear, gloves

I Safe working area

I Safe technique

' Safe carrying

' Safe handling

' Safe storage
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Safe Tool. An ax must be in good condition. If the head is loose, the blade
dull, or the handle damaged, don't use it. Bring an unsafe tool to the attention
of your Scout leaders and either help repair it or retire it from duty.

Sofe Shoes, Eyeweor, Gloves. Always wear sturdy boots when you are
chopping with an ax. Your boots may not stop a blade from hitting your foot,
but they can limit the extent of an injury.

Sofe Working Areo. You must have plenty of room to
swing an ax. Check your clearance by holding the ax at
arm's length by its head. Slowly turn in a circle. Remove
any brush or branches that the handle touches, as well as
any above you that you might snag when you swing the
ax. Be certain other people stay at least 10 feet away while
you are cutting.

In a long-term camp where you will be using lots of firewood, rope off an ax
yard large enough to provide the space you need to work. Enter the yard only to
chop and saw wood. Clean up chips, bark, and other cutting debris when you
are done.

Sofe Technique. Before doing any cutting, get your feet set and your body
balanced. Stay relaxed. Pay attention to the work in front of you, and be aware

of what is going on around you, too.

Chopping branches off a log is called limbing.
Stand on the side of the log opposite the branch
you want to remove. Chop close to the base of the
branch, driving the ax into the underside of the
branch. Keep the log between yourself and your cuts.
If your aim is off or the ax skips on a branch, the
blade will hit the log rather than your leg.Limbing

Cutting through a log is known as bucking. Begin by holding the ax with one
hand near the head and the other close to the knob of the handle. Lift the head

above your shoulder, then slide your hands together at the knob and swing the bit
into the log. Let the falling weight of the ax head do most of the work.

Bucking
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Slide your hand back down the handle to the head, lift the ax, and swing
it again. Aim your blows so that you cut a V-shaped notch as wide at the top
as the log is thick.

Splitting firewood—cutting it lengthwise—is best done on a chopping
block, a piece of a log tbat provides a flat, stable surface. A poor swing of the
ax will send the bit into the block rather than toward your feet.

To split a large chunk of wood, stand it upright on the chopping block
and drive the ax into the end of it. If the wood doesn't split, remove the ax
before swinging it again. Don't swing an ax with a piece of wood stuck on the
bit. When the ax does go through rhe wood, the bit should hit the chopping
block rather than the ground.

Split a small stick with the contact method by placing the ax bit against the
stick. Lift the stick and ax together and bring them down against the chopping
block, forcing the bit into the wood. Twist the ax to break apart the pieces.

Safe Carrying. Place a sheath over an ax blade
whenever it is not being used. Carry the ax at your
side with your hand at the top of the handle near
the head, making sure it is well clear of the ground.
The blade should be turned out from your body. If
you stumble, toss the ax away as you fall. Never carry
an ax on your shoulder where the ax bit could be
dangerously close to your neck and head.

Safe Handling. Give an ax to another person by
holding the handle with the ax head down. Pass it
with the bit turned away from both of you. When
the other person has a grip on the handle, he or she
shoiJd say, "Thank you." That's your signal to release your hold.

Safe Storage. Sheath your ax and store it under a dining fly or in a tent.



SHARPENING AN AX

Keep your ax sharp with a mill bastard file that is 8 or 10 inches long. The
lines across the face of a file are its teeth. They angle away from the point, or
tang. A sharp file will be flat gray, not shiny. A silvery shine means that a file has
broken teeth and won't work very well.

Wear leather gloves to protect
your hands as you sharpen an ax
with a file. Make a knuckle guard
by drilling a small hole in a 3-inch
square of leather, plywood, or an old
inner tube. Slip the hole over the
tang of the file and hold the guard in
place with a file handle. You can buy
a handle at a hardware store or make

one from a piece of wood.

Brace the ax head on the ground between two wooden pegs or tent stakes
and a log about 6 inches in diameter. Another Scout can help hold the ax steady.
Place the file on the edge of the blade and push it into the bit. Use enough
pressure so that you feel the file cutting the ax metal.

This is to certify that the bearer

has read the woixJs loois use and safety rules from
ihe "Second Class Scout" chapter of the Boy Seoul
Handbook, hie knows that the osvncfship
woods tools means responsibility, and he accepts

consideration of tne abotre. I
granted "Totin" Ri^ls.*

he IS hereby

The Totin' Chip
The Totin' Chip has long been carried
by Scouts who hove promised to use
knives, sows, and axes sofely and in
the right situations. The cord reminds
them of their responsibilities whenever
they are using woods tools. A Scout's
Totin' Chip rights can be taken from
him if he fails in his responsibility.

To earn the Totin' Chip, do the following:

1. Read and understand woods tools use and safely rules from the Boy
Scout Handbook.

2. Demonstrate proper handling, core, and use of the pocketknife, ax,
and sow.

3. Use knives, axes, and saws as tools, not playthings, and only when you
ore able to give them your full attention.

4. Respect all safety rules to protect others.

5. Respect properly. Cut living and dead trees only with permission from the
landowner and with good reason.

6. Subscribe to the Outdoor Code.
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Lift the file as you draw it back for another stroke. A file cuts only when
you push it away from the tang. Dragging the file across the blade in the
wrong direction can break the teeth and ruin the file.

Sharpen with firm, even strokes. After you have filed one side of the bit,
turn the ax over and do the other side. Use about the same number of strokes.

Remember that a dull edge reflects light and will look shiny. Keep filing until
the sharpened edge seems to disappear.

Camp Shovel
A small camp shovel or garden Irowel is handy for removing and
saving earth from a latrine hole. A metal shovel is the perfect tool
for moving hot coals while cooking with a Dutch oven or
aluminum foil. On winter campouts, a snow scoop or
avalance shovel is ideal for building snow shelters.

CAMPFIRES

A campfire can warm you,
cook your food, and dry your
clothes. Bright flames can lift
your spirits on a rainy morning.

At night, glowing embers will
stir your imagination.

A good Scout knows how
to build a fire, especially in an
emergency. He also knows
there are often reasons why he
should not light a fire. Bonfires
are not appropriate.

■ Campfires can sterilize soil. Vegetation might have a hard time growing
again where a fire has been.

■ Fires burn dead branches, bark, and other organic matter that would have
provided shelter and food for animals and plants.

■ Fire sites can char the ground, blacken rocks, and spoil the appearance of
the land, especially in heavily used campgrounds.

■ Campfires must be closely watched to prevent them from spreading into
surrounding grasses, brush, and trees.

Find out ahead of time if the area where you will be camping permits the
use of fires. Even where fires are allowed, a lightweight stove is probably a
better choice for cooking.



HOW TO BUILD A CAMPFIRE

whenever you need to build a fire, follow these steps. Your campfire will
be safe, usable, responsible, and kind to the land.

Make a safe fire site. The first step in fire-building is to make a safe fire site,
one on which nothing will burn except the fuel you feed the flames. It's a spot
from which fire cannot spread. Many camping areas have metal fire rings, grills,
or stone fireplaces. Use these existing fire sites whenever you can.

Otherwise, select a spot on gravel, sand, or bare earth that is well away from
trees, brush, and dry grasses. Look overhead and avoid choosing a spot near low-
hanging branches that sparks might ignite. Choose a site that is far enough away
from rocks and boulders so that they won't be blackened by smoke. Also check

that you are not building your fire near tree
roots that could be harmed by heat.

Rake away pine needles, leaves, twigs,
and anything else that might burn. Save the
ground cover so that you can put it hack
when you are done with your fire. Place a pot
or bucket of water close by to put out the
flames if they begin to spread.

STOP THE SPREAD OF DISEASE

Never transport firewood or kindling
from fiome to camp. Doing so can
spread pests and diseases that can wipe
out whole species of trees.

This tree trunk shows damage from an
infestotlon of emerald ash borers, pests that
have destroyed trees in the eastern and
midwestern United States.

Gather tinder, kindling, and fuel wood. Next, gather your materials, including
tinder, kindling, and fuel wood. It's important to have your materials in place
before you strike a match. Otherwise, your fire is likely to go out while you're
gathering more wood.

Dead twigs and small branches that are still on a tree might be tempting,
but outdoor ethics principles discourage breaking branches off of trees.
Gather kindling this way only in emergencies or where it will not harm the
environment. Use only the fuel you find on the ground.
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Homemade Fire-Starters

Many Scouts hove favorite fire-starters
tfiot they bring from home. An easy one
is cotton balls rubbed with petroleum
jelly. You can carry these in a plastic
bag and take one out when you need
it. To moke a cotton ball burn longer,
put it in a cup cut from a cardboard
egg carton. Invert the cup and light it
with a match. Egg carton fire-starter

Tinder. Tinder catches fire easily and
bums fast. Dry pine needles, grasses,
shredded bark, and the fluff from seedpods
all make good tinder. Shavings cut with a
pocketknife from a dry stick of wood also
work well as tinder. Gather enough tinder
to fill your hat once.

Kindling. Dead twigs no thicker than a pencil are called Idndling. Find
enough kindling to fill your hat twice.

Fuel. Fuel wood can be as thin as your finger or as thick as your wrist. Use
sticks that you find on the ground. Gather them from a wide area rather than
removing all the downed wood from one spot.

Tinder

Kindling Fuel wood

Fuzz Slicks

Fuzz sticks can help get a fire
going. Cut shavings into each
stick, but leave the shavings
attached. Prop the fuzz sticks
upright in among the kindling.



Teepee fire lay

Lay the fire. Heat rises. Keep this in mind as you arrange tinder, kindling, and
fuel so that the heat of a single match can grow into the flames of a campfire. A
tepee fire is a good all-around method.

1. Place a big, loose handful of tinder in the middle of your fire site.

2. Arrange plenty of small kindling over the tinder.

3. Place small and medium-sized sticks of fuel wood around the kindling as
if they were the poles of a tepee. Leave an opening in the tepee on the side
against which the wind is blowing so that air can reach the middle of the fire.

Light the fire. When the fire lay
is complete and you have a good
supply of kindling and fiiel wood on
hand, ease a flame underneath the

tinder. The flame can come from a

match or lighter. You might even use
a magnifying glass, flint and steel, or a
fire-by-friction set.

Practice different methods of

lighting a fire during campouts where
fires are permitted and appropriate so
that you become confident with your
fire-building skills. In an emergency, you'll know just what to do.

Tinder for Lighting Fires Without Matches
Very fine tinder is needed for ligfiting fires witfi tfie magnifying glass, flint-and-
steei, or fire-by-friction metfiods. Try shredding the dry inner bark of a cottonwood,
elm, or cedar tree. In on emergency, gather the fluff from a mouse nest or chip
munk burrow, if you can find one. You also might use a few squares of toilet
paper or tear several pages from a book.

An ideal spark-catcher is char—a piece of cloth that has been charred by
lighting it on fire and then snuffing out the flame. Dry, crumbling wood from a
standing dead tree or a stump also can be burned a little and then snuffed out
to make char. Keep char dry in a plastic bag until you need it.
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THE SCIENCE OF FIRE

Fire needs just three ingredients: fuel, heat, and oxygen.
Beginning fire-builders often forget the oxygen part.
They lay their fires so tightly that oxygen can't get to
the tinder underneath. Experts lay their fires loosely ^
and blow gently on them once the kindling starts ^
to burn.

i

MANAGING AND PUTTING OUT A FIRE

Build each fire just large enough for your needs. This will minimize the
amount of wood you burn and can make it easier to erase signs of a fire once
you are done. And if you're using the fire for cooking, you'll be able to get
close without singeing your eyebrows.

Take responsibility for every compfire by keeping an times.

Extinguishing a fire

Extinguish every fire when you no longer need it or if you won't be around to
watch it. Splash water on the embers, then stir the damp ashes with a stick and
splash them again. Repeat this process until the fire is cold out—cold enough so
that when you hold your hand just above the ashes, you do not feel any heat.

Wet-Weather Fire Tips
■ Before rain begins, gather tinder, kindling, and fuel wood and store it

all under your dining fly.

■ Keep a supply of dry tinder in a plastic bag.

■ Split wet sticks and logs with an ax. The wood inside should be dry.

■ Protect matches from dampness by carrying them in a plastic aspirin
bottle with a tight lid.

■ Store a butane lighter away from heat and moisture, and it will give
you a flame in even the wettest weather.



Fireplaces
A fireplace holds cook pots securely obove
the flames and allows air to reach the fire.

Three-Poinf Fireplace. For a single pot
or pan, push three metal tent stakes into
the embers.

Log Fireplace. Place a log on each side
of the fire. The logs should be arranged
close enough to hold your pots. The fire
will slowly burn through the logs, so keep
on eye on your pots whenever you are
cooking meals or heating water.

Try resting several old metal tent pole sections or pieces of iron reinforcing bar
across the logs as a base on which to rest your pots. You also might use a grill
or oven grate for this purpose.

Sometimes you will build your fire in a permanent fire sire. Clean such sires
by picking our any bits of paper, foil, and unburned food. Pack rhem home with
the rest of your trash. If you have made a new fire sire, get rid of all evidence
that it was ever there. Scatter any rocks, turning sides that have been blackened
by soot toward the ground. Fling cold ashes over a wide area and toss away any
unused firewood. Replace ground cover. When you're done, the sire should look
just as it did when you found it.

CAMP STOVES

A stove won't blacken rocks and cooking gear or scorch the soil. With a stove,
you can camp where there is no firewood or where campfires are nor allowed.
Stoves work well in deserts, high mountains, and deep forests. They also are ideal
for use in storms and on snow.

Many camping stoves burn white gas or kerosene.
Store these fuels in special metal bottles with lids
that screw on rightly. Choose bright red bottles or
mark them with colorful tape so there is no chance of
mistaking them for water bottles.

Butane and propane stoves burn gas from small
pressurized cans called cartridges. Carry cartridges and
fuel bottles in the outside pockets of your pack where
gas fumes can't get neat your food.

Gas slave
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Place your stove on a level surface free of leaves, sticks,
or other burnable material. A patch of bare ground or a
flat rock is all you need. During winter campouts, you can
carry a piece of sturdy plywood about 6 inches square. Use
it as a platform to hold your stove on top of the snow or
to prevent the cold ground from chilling the stove.

Cartridge stove

Carry home oil empty fuel containers. Don't put them in or near fires. If
heated, they might explode.

Stoves operate in different ways, depending on what kind of fuel they burn.
Read your stove's instructions carefully and follow them exactly. In addition,
always follow these stove safety rules:

■ Use camping stoves only where allowed and only with adult supervision.

■ Never use a stove inside a tent or cabin. There is a danger of fire and of
poisoning by odorless gas fumes.

■ Before lighting the burner, tighten the stove's fuel cap or tightly screw on
the fuel canister. Be sure that containers with extra fuel are stored safely
away from the stove. Do not loosen the fuel cap or canister of a hot stove.

■ Stoves sometimes flare up. Keep
your head and hands to one side of
a stove as you light and adjust it.

■ Do not overload a stove with a

heavy pot. Instead, set up a grill
over the stove to bear the weight
of the pot.

■ Never leave a burning
stove unattended.

■ Allow hot stoves to cool before

changing cartridges or filling fuel
tanks. Refill stoves and store extra

fuel far away from sources of
open flames such as other stoves,
candles, campfires, and lanterns.

Before you set out to build a compfire or use a camp stove on an outing,
become familiar with the BSA's Chemical Fuel and Equipment Policy,
located on Scouting.org in the Scouting Safely section. Also take the time
to review the Unit Fireguard Chart with your patrol and any others who will
be traveling with you.
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